Whistle While You Work
by Frank Churchill and Larry Morey (1937) (from "Snow White")

(sing a)  D . . . . | . . . .
Just whistle while you work—- (whistle------)

| Em7 | A7 | Em7 | A7 | Em7 | A7 | D\ | A7\ | Em7 | A7 | D .
And cheerfully together we can tidy up the place——
| D . . . . | . . . .

Just hum a merry tune—- (hum--------)
| Em7 | A7 | Em7 | A7 | Em7 | A7 | D .
It won't take long when there's a song to help you set the pace——
| G . . . . | . . . . . .
And as you sweep the room— imagine that the broom——
| Gm . . . . . | D | Adim7 | Em7 | A7 | |
Is someone that you love and soon you'll find you're dancing to the tune

D . . . . | . . . .
(whistle------------------------)
| Em7 | A7 | Em7 | A7 | Em7 | A7 | D .
When hearts are high, the time will fly so whistle while you work——
| D . . . . . | . . . . .

Just whistle while you work—— (whistle--------)
| Em7 | A7 | Em7 | A7 | Em7 | A7 | D\ | A7\ | Em7 | A7 | D .
Put on that grin and start right in to whistle loud and long——
| D . . . . | . . . .

Just hum a merry tune—— (hum--------)
| Em7 | A7 | Em7 | A7 | Em7 | A7 | D .
Just do your best and take a rest and sing yourself a song——
| G . . . . | . . . . .

When there's too much to do—— don't let it bother you——
| Gm . . . . | D | Adim7 | Em7 | A7 | |
For— get your troubles, try to be just like a cheerful chick - a - dee
| D . . . . | . . . . .

And whistle while you work—— (whistle--------)
| Em7 | A7 | Em7 | A7 | Em7 | . | A7 . | D . | D\ | Em7 | A7 | D . | D\ | Em7 | A7 | D . | D\ |
Come on, get smart, tune up and start to whistle while you work——
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